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Abstract

Through the lens of legal consciousness, this paper analyzes institutional dissatisfaction
within the backdrop of profound skepticism directed at formal institutions, particularly
within the context of post-October 2019 Chilean society. It aims at inquiring into the rela-
tionship between the expression of deep state antipathy and the stance that individuals
manifest regarding legality. The paper reports on the findings derived from 12 focus groups,
categorized by age, gender and location. We find that despite prevalent negative sentiments
harbored by individuals toward these establishments, interviewees continue to use the lan-
guage of law, expressing their dissatisfaction as frustrated formal entitlements or a lack of
enforcement of the law regarding corrupt elites. We conclude that the existence of a gap
between normative expectations and the acute rejection of the fulfillment of those expecta-
tions by institutional actors points to a structure of opportunities conducive to the emergence
of more authoritative forms of state power.
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Introduction

On October 18, 2019, a massive – and, at times, violent – uprising ignited in Chile,
a country often touted as the most stable and prosperous in Latin America. While
years of polls and surveys had consistently revealed remarkably low levels of trust
in formal institutions, October 2019 saw these sentiments transformed into anger
and aggression. “Let Chile end” was a common motto of the protests; a short state-
ment of rejection of the political and institutional order tout court in a country whose
self-portrayal emphasized legalism and compliance (Wilenmann and Feddersen 2023).

Internationally, dissatisfaction with institutions has gained significant attention as
a pressing contemporary concern. Scholars in legal studies (Scheppele 2018: 582) and
sociolegal research (Chua 2019; Yarbrough et al. 2023) have called for an exploration
of its implications for the rule of law and the rise of authoritarianism. Remarkably,
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however, only a limited number of sociolegal researchers have investigated whether
the pronounced estrangement from formal institutions leads to shifts in individuals’
interactions with the law. Do contemporary phenomena of deep state antipathy point
to changes in how citizens experience formal law and the expectations that they hold
toward it?

This very question has been the subject of recent legal consciousness scholarship
(Halliday 2019: 867–0). Legal consciousness scholars have long delved into the role
that law and legality play in the everyday lives of citizens. According to a research
tradition that has been labeled “the hegemony school” of legal consciousness (Chua
and Engel 2019), even when citizens frequently exhibit strong resistance toward for-
mal law, the cultural practice of legality contributes to the continual reinforcement
of state and legal hegemony (Ewick and Silbey 2020; 1998; Merry 1990; Sarat 1990). In
2018, Marc Hertogh introduced the concept of legal alienation to challenge this notion
of legal hegemony. His research indicates that contemporary citizens are increasingly
distrustful of legal institutions, and the laws of the state play a diminishing role in their
day-to-day existence (Hertogh 2018: 9–11). That research suggests that during times
of acute hostility toward state institutions, the assumption of legal hegemony can no
longer be taken for granted (Halliday 2019). Contradictorily, citizens simultaneously
hold elevated expectations of legal enforcement, while recent trends in state antipa-
thy have led to a shift toward greater popular support formore assertive forms of state
and legal power. How can we explain this puzzle?

In examining this seeming paradox, our paper leverages the profound alienation
felt toward state institutions in the aftermath of the Chilean Spring to examine
whether institutional dissatisfaction translates into legal alienation. To achieve this
objective, between October 2021 and January 2022, we convened 12 focus groups con-
sisting of ordinary participants from Santiago, strategically grouped by age, gender
and locality. Our sampling approach aimed to leverage both similarities and distinc-
tions along these dimensions, thereby identifying shared perspectives concerning the
state and the law in conversations with everyday Chileans. In total, we engaged with
72 individuals residing within the same county, a few miles away from each other.

Within these discussions, as anticipated, participants expressed strong antipathy
and rejection of state authority. However, we discerned recurring yet ambivalent
frameworks that evoked the practice of legality. In other words, while many
frameworks reflected cynical outlooks toward state authority – i.e., partici-
pants frequently depicted state regulations and their enforcement (“the law”) as
instruments manipulated by politicians to exploit ordinary citizens – the language of
the law often served concurrently to delineate their often-unmet expectations as enti-
tlements to rights, prospects for stringent enforcement against elites and a rationale
for rejecting or expecting the delivery of state services.

Building upon these findings, we argue that the concept of legal alienation inade-
quately captures the relationship contemporary citizensmaintainwith the law in their
expression of institutional dissatisfaction. Even in contexts where individuals openly
reject state authority, they frequently engage with notions of legality and hold firm
beliefs in formal legal entitlements, accompanied by substantial expectations of rig-
orous enforcement. Our contention aligns with the initial findings of Ewick and Silbey
(1998), and our discoveriesmay even amplify their assertions in amore profoundman-
ner: the existence of a disparity between expectations tied to the law and a robust
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rejection of the fulfillment of those expectations by institutional actorsmight indicate
a framework of opportunities conducive to the emergence ofmore authoritative forms
of state power.

Our study contributes to the ongoing discourse around legal alienation and legal
hegemony by presenting evidence of the enduring cultural utilization of legality in
a context of deep state antipathy (Ewick and Silbey 2020; Halliday 2019). In the wake
of a major moment of political unrest, our participants commonly held views hostile
to state institutions but expressed and justified them in terms connected to formal
law. Moreover, it underscores the significance of exploring legal consciousness in con-
junction with broader outlooks and attitudes toward state institutions. Our study
reveals the interconnections and interdependence of interpretations and meanings
linked to legality with viewpoints concerning formal establishments, encompassing
perspectives about the role of state and local politics.

In the following sections, we position our study within the context of the legal
consciousness tradition and the discourse on legal alienation; provide contextual
information regarding the Chilean uprising; outline ourmethodologies and case selec-
tion; and detail our findings and introduce theoretically and empirically grounded
discussions.

Legal consciousness in times of dissent

Our study connects the examination of legal consciousness within contexts marked by
profound antipathy toward state institutions. Legal consciousness pertains to the body
of literature exploring individuals’ “experience, understanding, and action” in relation
to a specific institution, namely “law” (Chua and Engel 2019: 336). For legal conscious-
ness scholars, law or “legality” is a cultural practice embedded in intricate practices
of constructing meaning (Marshall 2003; Marshall and Barclay 2003) and interacting
with others (Clair 2020; Young 2014; Young and Billings 2020). Individuals invoke and
thereby actualize “law” or “legality,” employing various frames for distinct purposes
in their daily lives. This encompasses endowing their arguments with authoritative
weight by referring to the law, opposing or illustrating resistance against external
forces or utilizing it strategically to achieve outcomes (Ewick and Silbey 1998).

Cultural sociologists relate attitudes toward institutions to the set of shared collec-
tive beliefs used by individuals in navigating their surroundings and comprehending
their daily lives, accentuating certain facets while downplaying others (Small 2002: 22;
Small et al. 2010).We broadly term this cultural shaping of institutions as “institutional
consciousness.” Here, we are concerned broadly with frames related to government
and state institutions. We label as “institutional consciousness” the frames that define
and give meaning to the views that individuals hold about the state and its agencies
and services. Such frames shape individual perceptions of what institutions are, their
operations, legitimacy and viability (Desmond et al. 2016: 858; Kirk and Papachristos
2011). These frames disseminate within social groups delineated by spatial (neighbor-
hood), class or cohort proximity, with contemporary mass communication expanding
their reach beyond enclosed circles (Gupta 1995; Thelen et al. 2014). They influence
the attitudes and behavior that individuals develop toward state institutions. We
specifically label “institutional dissatisfaction” attitudes and practices that manifest
rejection of state institutions.
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Legal consciousness refers to the subset of the circulating cultural frames that con-
cern law or legality. Legal consciousness researchers have commonly used the concept
of legal consciousness to relate to both informal processes defining rules and expecta-
tions and formal state law. Just as our interest resides in state institutions in general,
our concern rests solely with the cultural frames related to formal law. Legal con-
sciousness consequently represents a specific manifestation of the broader notion of
institutional consciousness to which we refer in this paper.

As institutional cultural frames circulate through social groups, they exhibit het-
erogeneity. These frames do not conform to a singular elite perspective, but rather
display variations in attitudes and interpretations both between and within social
groups (Cowan 2004: 929; Hilbink et al. 2022: 5; Koch 2017; 2018). Structural dispari-
ties and inequality undoubtedly influence between-group differences in their grasp
of institutions. As underscored by legal consciousness researchers (Chua 2012; Chua
and Engel 2019; Merry 1990; Nielsen 2000), the myriad images and perceptions linked
to the law “are inseparable from the conditions of possibility within [people’s] legal,
economic, and institutional environments” (Ellen et al. 2012: 7).

The discourse on legal alienation targets a strand of legal consciousness research
focused on unpacking the cultural hegemony of formal law (Chua and Engel 2019: 339).
Emerging from the foundations of critical legal studies (Halliday 2019), the hegemony
perspective within legal consciousness aims to expose the dominant role that “law”
assumes in contemporary societal contexts, despite the consistent disappointment
of its ideals of equality and justice (Ewick and Silbey 2003; 2020; 1998; Halliday and
Morgan 2013; Sarat 1990).

While sharing similar objectives with critical legal scholars, legal consciousness
departs from the discursive and speculative approach of earlier critical work (Liu 2015:
3–4; Munger and Serron 1984). Pioneers in this field attempted to uncover the under-
pinnings of state hegemony in the experiences of ordinary citizens, tracing its cultural
mechanisms of perpetuation through sophisticated qualitative research that explores
how everyday individuals employ cultural frames in their narratives (Ewick and Silbey
1998). According to them, legal consciousness stands as a pivotal mechanism in the
perpetuation of hegemony because of the multiple cultural uses associated with the
language of legality. Does this view hold in times of institutional dissatisfaction?

As far as we can see, the literature does not provide direct answers to these
inquiries. The primary contribution, thus far, centers aroundHertogh’s (2018) attempt
to revive the concept of legal alienation. According to Hertogh (p. 54), contrary to the
hegemony thesis, contemporary individuals display broad indications of distrust and
dismissal of the law. An individual voices dissatisfaction and ire regarding the han-
dling of a car accident that led to the death of relatives, gaining substantial online
support; members of school communities feel disconnected from the legal handling of
anti-discrimination matters. Contrary to perceiving “an American romance with law,”
Hertogh (2018: 15) notes a “progressive divorce” from it in his Dutch case studies. In
contrast to “hegemony,” Hertogh characterizes this condition through the concept of
legal alienation: “when people are listening to the discourse of the law, they can no
longer identify their voice at all” (p. 55).

However, it remains uncertain whether the practices Hertogh highlights signify
profound shifts in the cultural utilization associatedwith legality or whether they rep-
resent mere minor acts of resistance embedded within the spectrum of legality’s uses
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Table 1. Attitudes toward institutions and cultural frames of justification

Low legalistic
justifications

Strong legalistic
justifications

Limited antipathy
toward institutions

Non-legalistic
institutional hegemony

Legalistic institutional
hegemony

Strong antipathy toward
institutions

Legal and institutional
alienation

Legal insufficiency

(Silbey 2005: 333). “All that is required is that the order of things seem inevitable”
(Ewick and Silbey 2020). These practices might even constitute opportunities for
stronger manifestations of legal and state hegemony, at least within specific social
groups. Much like the desire for stricter penalties illustrated in Hertogh’s initial case,
many contemporary critical movements and individuals do not entirely reject legal
authority; rather, they advocate for more robust manifestations of it, demanding
stricter enforcement (Koch 2017; 2018), expressing discontent with the appropriation
of the law by elites and fostering potential for the emergence of legalistic authoritar-
ianism or analogous outcomes (de Sa e Silva 2022; 2023; Halliday 2019; Payne and de
Souza Santos 2020; Yarbrough et al. 2023).

The differences in outcomes observed byHertogh and the proponents of legal hege-
mony stem fromdiffering interests. InHertogh’s formulation, legal alienation signifies
the aggregation of attitudes of rejection toward formal institutions that stand in con-
trastwith an idealized conception of the law (“they canno longer identify their voice”).
Conversely, as championed by the hegemony school, legal hegemony manifests in the
persistence of social linguistic practices and actions that materialize the institutions.
Hegemony would manifest in resigned compliance without requiring consent. Even
though individuals or social groups may harbor unfavorable opinions of institutions,
including resistance, they still engagewith them inways that actualize their functions.

To establish how and when contemporary frames point to deep estrangement
toward the law,we need to look beyond simple expressions of rejection. During periods
of antipathy, adverse perceptions of institutions and individuals holding institutional
roles are likely prevalent among social groups. These negative views correspond with
unmet expectations regarding state behavior.

Inquiring into the construction of those unmet expectations can help solve the
puzzle of the coexistence of deep state antipathy and political views sympathetic
to abstract legal authority. Rather than solely inquiring whether individuals utilize
language favorable to legality (“consent hegemony”) or if they exhibit attitudes of
frustration or rejection of institutional authority (“alienation”), exploring the inter-
play between the attitudes and discourses of individuals in diverse social groups offers
a more comprehensive understanding. Table 1 presents a straightforward analytical
model to unravel this interplay and its implications for our research objectives.

Table 1 illustrates four simple relationships that social groups may establish with
state institutions, delineatedby twoanalytical dimensions: explicit stances toward said
institutions and the cultural frames underpinning their validation.

Expressions denoting minimal or no antipathy toward state institutions signify
acceptance or consent. Social groups can cultivate acceptance of state authority,
either with or without recurring reference to legalistic frameworks. Acceptance or
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valuation of state establishments may be founded on positive perceived outcomes,
moral rationales beyond legal authority or other non-legalistic grounds. Alternatively,
acceptance might stem from an aura of authority (“beyond the law”) intrinsically
linked with the law. Conversely, in contexts of strong antipathy toward state insti-
tutions, a limited use of legalistic justifications may point to a deep phenomenon of
legal alienation in a group. But individuals may also exhibit attitudes of rejection of
state authority and base those attitudes on deeply legalistic expectations: illegality,
lack of enforcement, a will to enforce the law on them and other similar frames may
be mobilized to justify institutional dissatisfaction.

As we will see, the difference between both situations is significant and points
to different structures of opportunity for political action. If institutional dissatisfac-
tion expresses itself by reference to unmet expectations regarding legality – legal
insufficiency – it might indicate propensities toward more authoritarian frameworks.

Data and methods

Research design

To study legal consciousness in the context of institutional dissatisfaction, we studied
the frames mobilized by ordinary individuals to give an account of their relationships
to formal institutions. To achieve this, we employed focus group research.

The centralmethodological benchmark in legal consciousness research is still Ewick
and Silbey’s (1998) groundbreaking work, who carried out in-depth interviews of ordi-
nary citizens about their daily affairs in an effort to capture common narratives about
the law. Researchers have often followed on their footsteps, using interviews of more
specific groups of the population such as radical environmental activists (Fritsvold
2009), community and student activists (Masiangoako 2019), same-sex couples (Hull
2003), HIV caregivers (Heimer and Tolman 2021), immigrants (Abrego 2019) or anti-
torture activists (de Sa e Silva 2020). Interviews are often linked to ethnographic
participant observation, providing a richer understanding of daily interactions. These
methodologies offer advantages over group-based instruments, facilitating access to
personal narratives and contextual comprehension.

Nevertheless, focus groups fit well with our research assumption that institutional
consciousness manifests and reproduces in group-specific frames that vary across
space, class, age and gender. They allow to observe similar and dissimilar discourses
and narratives developed in within-group settings and serve to connect them to sim-
ilar or dissimilar stances toward institutions between-groups. Given that cultural
frameworks form and circulate along these dimensions, a focus group design struc-
tured around pertinent dimensions aligns with the research focus. Focus groups also
facilitate the examination of discursive interactions indicative of cultural practices
associated with legality (Hendley 2017; Hilbink et al. 2022; Liu 2023).

Our sampling strategy partitioned our groups of interest along three dimensions:
geographical, via the clustering of participants according to historical neighborhoods
within our research site; gender, by distinguishing between male and female partici-
pants; and age, by categorizing individuals as either over or under 35 years of age, with
all participants aged 18 years or older.

Considering the substantial segregation in our research area and the diverse
socioeconomic profiles exhibited by our neighborhoods, we determined that the
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territorial dimension sufficed to explore variances linked to socioeconomic dispar-
ities. Consequently, we assembled 12 groups (N = 3 × 2 × 2), ultimately comprising
72 participants in our focus group sessions.

Research context and site

Conducted against the backdrop of the 2019 social uprising in Chile, our research
was set in a context of pronounced aversion toward legal, political and institutional
domains that defied the elite portrayal of the country as a bastion of stability (Somma
et al. 2020). This event underscored the deep-seated rejection of institutions that local
researchers had been denouncing for decades based on plummeting reported trust in
institutions (Bargsted et al. 2017; Jara 2014; Segovia et al. 2008), declining electoral
participation (PNUD 2017; 2019) and a rising number of violent protests (Donoso 2017;
Medel and Somma 2016; Somma 2017; Somma et al. 2019).

Local research on institutional dissatisfaction has been dominated for decades by
structuralist discussions on the causes of the “Chilean social malaise” (González 2016;
Orchard and Jiménez 2016). Under this label, local scholars discuss the structural
causes of the enduring perceptions of dissatisfaction with social life, despite a sub-
stantial increase in economic outcomes connected to working and middle classes.
“Capitalist modernization” – the downfall of authority in the passage from a tradi-
tional society to abstract interdependence and anonymous exchanges – following the
Pinochet dictatorship (Brunner 1994; Peña 2021) or neoliberal emphasis on the irrel-
evance of political institutions (Moulian 1997; lately, Ruiz Encina 2019; Ruiz Encina
and Boccardo 2014) would explain the acute levels of institutional antipathy in a
rather successful country. Despite this, bottom-up, cultural accounts have started to
acquire increasing relevance in explaining specific aspects of institutional dissatisfac-
tion, including trust in authorities (Araujo 2019; 2022; Gerber et al. 2021) and access to
justice (Hilbink et al. 2022).We build on these insights but focus on the so far unstudied
subject of legal consciousness.

Our research sites encompass the neighborhoods of Lo Hermida, La Faena and
Peñalolén Nuevo within the Peñalolén county in Santiago, Chile. Situated on the
eastern side of Santiago, Peñalolén is an urban expanse nestled against the Andes
mountains. Originally rural, it witnessed the emergence of informal slums (referred
to as poblaciones callampas) in the 1950s as impoverished rural migrants sought refuge
from the congestion in the city’s central and western regions. This gave rise to
communities characterized by a strong sense of collective action. Bolstered by state
assistance, these informal settlements eventually evolved into two historical urban
neighborhoods for social housing in Peñalolén: La Faena and Lo Hermida (Corporación
Villa Grimaldi 2019: 5). These developments aimed to provide affordable housing in
semi-urbanized and formalized surroundings for economically disadvantaged families
across the city. However, the living conditions in these neighborhoods remained poor
and detached from essential services for several decades.

Up until the late 1980s, Peñalolén continued to be perceived as a semi-urban area
grappling with socioeconomic challenges, particularly within areas like La Faena and
LoHermida. Despite this perception, the presence of available land and the picturesque
mountainous backdrop rendered Peñalolén appealing to more affluent buyers during
a period of economic growth. Thus, unlike much of Santiago, Peñalolén comprises
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Figure 1. Socioeconomic profile of Peñalolén and sampled neighborhoods. Source: Observatorio de Ciudades UC
after Chile census 2012.
Note:The plotted socioeconomic quantile corresponds to the discretized distribution of an indicator of socioeconomic
level by urban blocks provided by Observatorio de Ciudades.The three highlighted areas show our recruitment zone
(blue = Nuevo Peñalolén, light green = Lo Hermida and dark green = La Faena).

a juxtaposition of densely populated lower and working-class neighborhoods, gated
communities inhabited by middle classes and expansive regions inhabited by the
wealthy.

Peñalolén boasts several attributes making it an apt research site for our investiga-
tion. Both La Faena and LoHermida are historical, populous neighborhoods in Santiago
with distinctive urban cultures. Their contrast enables us to observe variations while
maintaining socioeconomic continuity: LoHermida has a history of political resistance
against state authority that La Faena lacks. Moreover, Peñalolén exhibits significant
socioeconomic diversity, enabling us to leverage disparities while holding constant
some formal institutional factors, such as county authorities. This characteristic is
atypical in the highly segregated context of Santiago. Figure 1 graphically delineates
these diverse profiles and pinpoints our recruitment sites.

Recruitment process

Employing a purposeful sampling approach, we engaged a seasoned consultant firm
with expertise in territorial recruitment. By delineating the boundaries of La Faena
and Lo Hermida and leveraging our familiarity with less constrained areas in Nuevo
Peñalolén, wemeticulously canvassed the designated locales and furnished themap to
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the consulting firm. Their directive encompassed traversing the three neighborhoods
and enlisting participants by personally visiting residences.

The firm’s personnel approached an average of 178 households in each neighbor-
hood, totaling 535 houses. During their interactions, the recruiters sought residents
willing to partake in a study conducted by a university-affiliated research center.1

Across the three neighborhoods, responses were garnered from 535 households.
From this pool, 227 residents declined participation, constituting 66% of the total
approached. Conversely, 307 individuals affirmed their willingness to engage. Within
this set, the recruiters applied criteria centered around age and gender, subsequently
requesting contact information. These identified individuals were subsequently con-
tacted both a few days prior to the scheduled focus group and on the day meeting to
remind them of the event and of the stipulated incentive for their involvement – a
gift card valued at approximately USD 20. Owing to the possibility of last-minute with-
drawals, the firm secured between 20 and 10 participants for each neighborhood. In
aggregate, 127 individuals were contacted again, of whom 72 ultimately participated
and remained engaged until the culmination of the Zoom session, reflecting a response
rate of 56%.2

Due to prevailing health-related constraints during our fieldwork,weharnessed the
Zoom platform to facilitate 12 online focus group sessions spanning the period from
October 2021 to January 2022. One of the authors moderated all sessions.

Focus groups script

We structured our script into three distinct segments. In the initial part, our focus
centered on the associations linked to the term “state.” The script prompted the mod-
erator to ask participants to provide the first three words that came to their mind in
relation to that term. Our choice to initially emphasize themultifaceted concept of the
“state” rather than “law” (derecho, ley) served two specific purposes: to establish the
framework of discussion and to help break the ice.

First, institutional dissatisfaction as a systemic phenomenon hardly expresses
itself in connection with the term law – at least in Chile. Instances of discontent
or unease tend to align with constructs such as “state” or “system” as opposed to
“law” (Araujo 2019; 2022). In addition, legal consciousness research conventionally
sidesteps direct inquiries into individuals’ perceptions of the law in order to avert
potential biases. Researchers link the cultural frameworks associated with the law to
individuals’ narratives or discourses on broader subjects. A final rationale rests on our
specific research objectives: our intention to investigate legal consciousness in con-
junction with broader perceptions of institutional dissatisfaction necessitated a more
encompassing approach than confining ourselves to the narrower realm of the “law.”

In the following phase, the script provided that the moderator asked the partici-
pants about “their experiences with state institutions and its agents” and instructed
her to guide them to share concrete encounters and to justify and follow up on their
evaluative viewpoints.Where conversations remained purely on an abstract plane, the
moderator’s role encompassed motivating participants to provide specific examples,
organizations and personal experiences. This phase aimed to transform theoretical
deliberations into tangible discussions, thereby alleviating the inherent ambiguities
often associated with dialogues on institutional dissatisfaction.
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Concluding the discussion, the third segment involved the moderator presenting
inquiries concerning participant inclinations to comply with authoritative rules and
to call the police. The script provided that the moderator asked the participants “how
they would react if they saw young males using drugs in their neighborhood.” This
segment sought to prompt participants to engage in conversations about normative
authority. In tandem, participants were invited to complete an online survey during
the Zoom session, soliciting their viewpoints on their willingness to engage with state
authorities when confronted with instances of local youth consuming drugs in public
spaces or protesters vandalizing public property in their vicinity – topics imbued with
controversy and political significance in the aftermath of the 2019 upheaval. After col-
lecting their responses, themoderator shared themwith the entire group to foster the
discussion.

The duration of each Zoom meeting averaged between 60 and 90 min.
Comprehensive audio recordings of all sessions were obtained and subsequently tran-
scribed verbatim to facilitate thorough analysis.

Analysis strategy

Our analytical approach aimed to capture both similarities and difference in the
frames employed by participants across the dimensions of grouping, pertaining to
their interactions with institutions and the strategies that they used to justify their
stance.

We used the Dedoose software for transcription analysis. Our coding strategy fol-
lowed an inductive path.We started by conducting a comprehensive review of all focus
group sessions, deriving codes directly from the data. This preliminary phase yielded
a total of 63 codes.

A second inductive refinement led to the consolidation of these initial 63 codes
into 29 distinct codes. This categorization predominantly revolved around recurrent
themes concerning participants’ conceptions of the state (e.g., aspirations, disillu-
sionment, personal interests and apathy), the values they associated with it (e.g.,
noble intentions, the protection of rights, justice and duties), the perceived dispar-
ities between values and state actions (e.g., ambition, inadequacy, resource scarcity,
oppression and lack of control) and the general responses toward legal scenarios in
hypothetical conflict contexts.

In a third stage, we meant to generate meaningful categories to relate our partic-
ipants’ stances toward institutions with the uses associated with the language of law
and to link these findings with legal consciousness’ categories.

As Ewick and Silbey’s categories remain the benchmark in this area of research, we
built our categories in this final stage by reference to them. Ewick and Silbey (1998)
describe three different categories enacted by ordinary individuals to both resist the
actions of individuals acting according to themasmuch as to drawon symbolic sources
of power or influence of legality. “Before the law” describes a cultural use wherein
individuals invoke an entity imbued with notions of authority and fairness. “Against
the law” refers to the treatment of legality as a constraining external force that jus-
tifies resistance actions. Finally, “with the law” implies treating legality as a strategic
tool, akin to a game, that serves to satisfy divergent interests. Delving specifically into
expressions of profound rejection of state authority, we incorporated insights from
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researchers like Fritsvold (2009), Halliday and Morgan (2013) and De Girolamo (2022).
These scholars have underscored the limitations of Ewick and Silbey’s frameworks in
capturing overt collective dissent concerning legality (“under the law”). They show
that more radical groups generally use frames of rejection of state authority and for-
mal law, show willingness to cynically mobilize the law to fulfill their objectives and
consciously reject reifying state authority through “before the law” frames.

Findings

Recurring institutional frames and different stances of institutional dissatisfaction

During our focus group discussions, we discerned the presence of seven persistent
frames. Table 2 summarizes their content and uses, their parallels with known legal
consciousness frames and the noteworthy patterns of distribution in their use. Given
the broader conceptual scope of our script (involving “state” and “institutions” rather
than just “law”), we assigned labels and descriptions aimed at faithfully representing
participant expressions. This table also highlights certain correspondences with legal
consciousness frames, which we delve into more extensively in the ensuing discussion
section.

Coping with the state entails narratives of grappling with state actions either directly
or indirectly. Individuals employing this frame depict institutional processes as laden
with emotional distress, challenges in attaining desired outcomes and the need for
strategic coping mechanisms. For instance, a young woman from La Faena shared the
experiences of people like her, remarking, “This place has two totally different scenes,
you know. Uptown, it’s a whole other world where people can afford things. But for us,
it’s a struggle because we are left to suffer with these (state) processes. It’s just how
things are for us, you know?” A youngwoman from LoHermida also remarked, “I don’t
want to offend anyone. But you often go to make an appointment to the doctor or to
any public service and they treat you in an awful, awful way. So … no. As I was saying,
there is nothing I can take positive from these experiences. It’s all wrong for us, for
common people that struggle. And we work our ass off anyway.”

Beyond the state reflects dissatisfaction with areas of life connected to entitlement,
necessitating adaptation and the pursuit of alternative solutions. For those with the
means to access market-based alternatives, going beyond the state is seen as a priv-
ilege. A young man from Nuevo Peñalolén recounted his experience of obtaining
private health insurance as “a lucky job perk. That’s it.” The contrast becomes more
pronounced in less privileged cases.

Most prevalent among interviewees, the state as conspiracy frame portrays public
institutions as part of an oligarchic conspiracy led by powerful figures (primarily
politicians) benefiting at the expense of the poor. Individuals invoke this image to
justify resistance to rules or explain the negative outcomes associated with pub-
lic institutions. An older male from La Faena asserted that “the government, the
president, all of them– just a bunch of thieves. Theywork together to keep theworking
class down and help themselves.”

The messy bureaucracy circulates predominantly among the upper classes, link-
ing unfavorable outcomes to inefficiency and warranting market-based actions
due to state ineffectiveness, often tied to minor corruption. An older male from
Nuevo Peñalolén summarized, “They (the state) might have good intentions or
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Table 2. Recurring frames regarding institutions

Frame

Legal
consciousness
concept Use Higher group use

Coping with the
state

With the law Description of interaction
with state institutions based
on suffering and practical
adaptation

Class (Lo Hermida
and La Faena) and
gender (females)

Beyond the state – Portrays the inefficacy of
state processes or institu-
tional absence. Need to look
for market or community
solutions

Use varies by class,
but ubiquitous

The messy
bureaucracy

Against the law Structural explanation of state
inefficacy. Justifies need to
move beyond it

Upper middle class,
older males

State as oppression Under the law Justifies rejection and resis-
tance of institutional processes
based on domination

Lo Hermida, older
cohorts

The state as
conspiracy

Against the law Explains negative perfor-
mance of state processes
based on political corrup-
tion. Sometimes justifies
noncompliance

Class (La Faena and
Lo Hermida)

The state as
aspiration

Before the law Describes the state based on
mainstream, elite conceptions.
Typically used to express a gap
and deception

Use varies by class,
but ubiquitous

State as normative
authority

Before the law Authoritative invocation of
rules and values to justify
opinions and aspirations

Use varies by class,
but ubiquitous

ideas, but they struggle to put them into practice, in real life. Why? Instead of
hiring capable individuals, they often choose their friends or members of a political
party.”

The state as oppression frame depicts institutions as manifestations of authoritative
power aimed at dominating others. Although less common, it circulates extensively
among the older groups in Lo Hermida. As described by an older female, “You know,
the state is just an oppression system of the poor. I’m talking about all these local insti-
tutions like schools, hospitals and themunicipality. They hardly bring any real benefits
to the people. Let’s take schools, for example – they’re just shaping individuals to be
like puppets for the state.”

The state as aspiration aligns with democratic governance, social rights and similar
conceptions of what government and law should be. These expectations are linked
with abstract ideas and typically underscore a pronounced disconnect from the real
world. A young woman from La Faena, when asked about her reference to law and
justice in describing the state, explained, “What I’m saying is, those things aren’t
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Table 3. Recurring stances of institutional dissatisfaction

Group Frames used Stance

Lower-income
groups

State as conspiracy and the state as
normative authority

Institutional dissatisfaction as per-
ception of unjust treatment and
privilege

Lower-income
females

Coping with the state, beyond the
state and the state as aspiration

Institutional dissatisfaction as suf-
fering, lack of (comparative) dignity.
Betrayal of entitlements

Higher-income
males

Messy bureaucracy, the state as
conspiracy and beyond the state

Institutional dissatisfaction as
justification of seeking private
success

Lo Hermida State as oppression. Often combined
with state as conspiracy

Institutional dissatisfaction as
resistance

obvious. You can’t actually see them. Instead, it’s clear that there’s a lack of equality
and justice. I mentioned justice, but it’s more like corruption is prevalent.”

Finally, the state as authority frame serves to rationalize viewpoints on proper con-
duct, regulations and values derived from authoritative sources, often highlighting
expectations of compliance from others: As voiced by an older male from Nuevo
Peñalolén, “There are laws I disagree with, but what holds our society together is hav-
ing a set of rules, a rule of law.” This corresponds to Ewick and Silbey’s “before the law”
frame. The frame emerged sparingly through direct association in the initial stages of
our script. However, it surfaced more frequently – particularly for the purpose of cri-
tiquing the behavior of the privileged – when prompted during the latter part of our
script, specifically in the context of discussing expectations regarding rule compliance
among peers.

These frames do not constitute a mutually exclusive typology of attitudes toward
public institutions (“the state”), but rather represent prevalent scripts mobilized
within our groups, reflecting taken-for-granted combinations of ideas about institu-
tions. Our central contention is that these recurring combinations and usage patterns
across grouping dimensions signify distinct connotations associated with expressions
of institutional dissatisfaction, portraying varied modes of engagement with institu-
tions. In this context, Table 3 offers an overview of the divergent stances intrinsic to
institutional dissatisfaction, as per our analysis.

In the following subsections, we structure the presentation of our findings accord-
ing to Table 3.

The state as manifestation of unjust treatment and privilege

The first stance of institutional dissatisfaction originates from a viewpoint preva-
lent in lower-income neighborhoods. Participants often link the term “state” with
the privilege and corruption of a few individuals that come at the expense of the
broader population. They present morally charged narratives of state shortcomings
based on these attributes, rationalizing their skeptical and offended attitudes due to
perceived injustices and inequality. This perception extends to the notion of the law,
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where regulations and processes are easily depicted as tools used by the powerful to
serve their interests.

This viewpoint becomes evident primarily through participants’ immediate associ-
ationswith the term “state.” In both La Faena and LoHermida, individuals fromvarious
age groups and genders swiftly connect “state”with concepts groupedwithin the state
as conspiracy frame: distrust and incompetence, corruption and fraud, or power and lies.
A young female participant eloquently conveyed this rapid connection of ideas:

When you asked us about the state, the first words that popped intomy headwere “fraud”
and “corruption.” Like,whenyouasked, Iwas like, yeah, “corruption,” that’s thefirst thing
that comes to mind.

Responses linking “the state” to these adverse phenomena generally surfaced rapidly
and garnered agreement from other participants. This pessimistic perspective often
originated from the perception of a disparity between the ideal concept of the state
and the actual conduct of public and political entities. Consequently, the notions of
the state as aspiration and the state as conspiracy intertwined frequently. A young
female participant from Lo Hermida succinctly encapsulated this viewpoint:

I hadn’t spoken until now, but after hearing the others, I thought, “Yeah.” The state, you
know, like the first girl said. It’s what we learn, what laws are supposed to be about. But
then, yeah, we realize that the state doesn’t really help the people, that it’s messed up.
In the end, it’s all tied to bad stuff like corruption—even the President is connected to
corruption. That’s the whole picture: they’re not keeping their promises, things are just
done badly.

This quote accentuates the disparity between the ideal and reality by contrasting
the notion that “the state does not serve the people.” Individuals from lower-income
neighborhoods were undoubtedly aware of the lofty ideals underlying the concept of
the state, but its invocation typically served to highlight its purely normative, even
deceptive, nature.

This frame also frequently emerged when participants recounted negative experi-
ences or outcomes stemming from state actions. Participants would quickly character-
ize the state as conspiracy to justify perceptions of privilege and corruption intertwined
with inequality. An older female participant from Lo Hermida eloquently expressed
this sentiment:

I’m on the same page as the other girls. So, what drives the state? I’d say it’s power,money,
ego—their need to fill their pockets. Just look at the history of eachminister and president,
and everything tied to the state. You’ll see there are guys who’ve made millions and mil-
lions of pesos.. We had a President who’s been elected twice, despite legal troubles, and
yet the state just turns a blind eye.

The state is essentially a collection of individuals reaping advantages. Accounts of priv-
ilege and self-indulgence among politicians provide a morally charged and legalistic
explanation for state shortcomings. As articulated by a female participant from Lo
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Hermida, the aspiration should be effective public service, but the prevailing percep-
tion of how the state operates is one of oligarchic entitlement, best encapsulated by
envisioning the state as an individual or a collective entity:

The thing is, we need an honest state—above all else. If they’re honest, things can actually
change. But when you’re dealing with dishonest folks, even the best intentions won’t cut
it. You can have all the right intentions, but if everyone else is just focused on lining their
pockets, living luxuriously… There are so many who’ve flat out lied, and nothing ever
happens to them… It’s really a shame. So, if you’re surrounded by people like that, who
lack values, it’s just not going to work.

In contrast to these prevalent views in the Lo Hermida and La Faena groups, discus-
sions in Nuevo Peñalolén typically commenced with abstract definitions of the state,
often linking it to abstract concepts such as national organization, authority, responsibility,
social agreement or specific government agencies (such as Congress, the Presidency and
the courts). The formal and structured image of institutions predominantly influenced
immediate associations.

Initial connections with feelings of disappointment or betrayal did not tend to
emerge right away. Nonetheless, despite this initial difference, discussions in Nuevo
Peñalolén also frequently shifted toward addressing the disillusionmentwith the func-
tions or values that the state was intended to uphold. Participants often acknowledged
that positive values or functions were theoretically attributed to the state, stating “of
course, this is in theory,” and then went on to explain the stark disparity between
theory and reality.

The gendered experience of the state and institutional dissatisfaction

A second stance of institutional dissatisfactionmaterializes throughnarratives of disil-
lusionment concerning the realization of entitlements related to theprovisionof social
benefits and services. Across all neighborhoods, participants quickly associated the
state with the delivery of social services like healthcare or education.

Most discussions concerning these entitlements emerged in the context of express-
ing dissatisfaction. Despite some accounts of positive experiences with state services,
participants from lower-income backgrounds often conveyed strong feelings of
rejection. These experiences were particularly vivid among lower-income females, the
group that mobilized more prevalently in the “coping with the state” frame.

Three key concepts encapsulate the narratives employed by females in La Faena
and Lo Hermida to describe and elucidate this frame: they associated institutional
actions with arbitrary requests, waiting periods and feelings of inequality when compared
to higher-income individuals who could afford these services. For instance, a young
female participant from Lo Hermida combined these three categories to describe a
single experience:

About five years back, my dad got cancer. We had to hop around various public hospitals
just to find outwhat hewas dealingwith.Wehad to arrange raffles and fundraising events
to gather money for his tests. Then this doctor comes along and says, “Get me a million
pesos, and I can operate on him right away.” But we didn’t have that kind of cash at the
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time. It was like he was saying, “Pay up and we save your dad.” It felt so degrading, not
being able to save your dad’s life because you can’t afford it. So, I said to him, “Look,
doc, we don’t have that kind of money.” And since we were near the Salvador Hospital, he
goes, “Well, your only other option is to head to Salvador, wait however long it takes in the
emergency room with your dad, so they’re forced to admit him.” It’s just demeaning, you
know? No money means you wait for hours just so they’ll finally agree to admit him. In
the end, after two days, he had the surgery. It’s a real blow to either pay up or go through
all that just to save a life.

The amalgamation of waiting, dealing with arbitrary requests and acknowledging the
contrast between public and private services is evident in this story. Furthermore, this
account highlights an experience that most participants associate with their inter-
action with public services – the realization that they are left to survive on their
own. Individuals feel compelled to navigate through alternative means and resources.
Coping with the state eventually leads to a rationale for seeking alternatives beyond
the state.

The pervasive negative association of institutions with privilege or wealth, par-
ticularly prominent among lower-income groups, contributes to a sense of identity
formation. The term “state” becomes synonymouswith the challenges of daily life and
the privileged class that is perceived as responsible for these challenges. This identifi-
cation of a distinct, privileged group as the cause of such outcomes has been previously
identified in the literature (Araujo 2009).

Male participants in lower-income groups also directed their attention toward the
provision of social outcomes and generally held a pessimistic perspective. However,
unlike their female counterparts, their accounts often centered around specific, iso-
lated incidents. Consequently, their views appeared to hinge on their assessment of
these individual encounters, as exemplified by a youngmale participant fromLa Faena:

Last year, my mom had a stroke. It was kind of an eye-opener for me because, in serious
situations, the public system actually steps up. She got the necessary intervention within
an hour, and everything turned out fine. So yeah, they might be slow sometimes, but they
really do come through and do their job when it’s really needed.

Participants from the higher-income neighborhood of Nuevo Peñalolén shared par-
tially similar perceptions, albeit stemming from the experiences of others. Many of
them had limited direct encounters with the provision of services by public institu-
tions, and their opinions were often based on anecdotes they had to recall. Although
they held varying positive or negative views rooted in these isolated experiences, they
commonly acknowledged the inefficiency of state services and expressed their grati-
tude or relief for their ability to afford quality education and healthcare in the private
sector.

In contrast to lower-income participants who frequently navigated state services
and had accounts of seeking support beyond the state, a similar perspective emerged
among higher-income individuals who enjoyed the privilege of not relying on state
services. This perspective was characterized by the frame of the “messy bureaucracy.”
This particular frame converged at the intersection of class and gender. Specifically,
older males in higher-income groups critiqued state services for their inefficiency,
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convoluted procedures and lack of emphasis on effectiveness, seeing it as a structural
characteristic:

Let me share a comparison. My daughter worked in public healthcare while I was at a
private institution. In the private sector, we hustle to getmore clients, servemore patients
efficiently, and do it all within the coverage of public insurance. We practically worked
miracles to cut costs. On the other hand, in the public sector, they did some odd things.
They’d put up reading materials in waiting rooms just because some guy in an office
thought it was a good idea. They even had these “administrative days,” where they got
paid to attend training sessions at the university. It’s like a tale of two worlds.

The prevailing notion in this context is that of the state being akin to a messy bureau-
cracy. The state is largely perceived as an inefficient and irrational apparatus that falls
short of fulfilling individuals’ social rights, as illustrated by the reference to people’s
right to health in the previous quote. This perception creates a structural necessity to
adjust and rely on personal initiatives to thrive in Chilean society:

Whenever I’ve had to deal with the state, it’s been a nightmare. The only path I’ve found
tomake any progress in this country is to rely on yourself and not count on anything from
the state. Maybe collaborate with others who are in the same boat. That’s also the way to
truly help others.

In contrast to the stance centered on enduring and struggling against the state and
its laws, older, higher-incomemales constructed a form of institutional dissatisfaction
rooted in triumph. They perceive the state as a disorderly hindrance that is bound to
breed frustration. However, they view themselves as individuals who have successfully
surmounted this hindrance and base their stance on this notion of resistance.

The state as normative authority across classes

Attitudes and beliefs concerning the law and rules imposed by authority displayed
less diversity within the groups. Connections between the concepts of the state or law
and matters of fundamental rules or security typically only emerged when directly
queried during the final segment of the focus group. At this point, participants con-
veyed positive sentiments toward public order and adherence to rules in an abstract
sense.

In all groups, there was a shared anticipation of compliance among their peers
within the neighborhoods. However, participants seldom invoked state-imposed rules
(referred to as “las leyes”) to validate these expectations, instead drawing upon alter-
native sources. Frequently, they referenced an abstract notion of the rights of others.
An older male participant from La Faena articulated this sentiment: “For me, the
general criterion is that ifmy actions donot harmothers, the community, or the neigh-
borhood, then they are acceptable.” Similarly, a young male from Lo Hermida stated,
“If there are things that the law prohibits that don’t negatively impact society, I won’t
follow. Laws aremade for control. They need to address cases like sexual assault, which
harm society.”
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On the topic of enforcement, variations were more pronounced across different
groupings, replicating those beyond the state frame, particularly in the lower-income
groups. Before discussing the hypothetical scenarios, we conducted a poll through the
Zoom platform, querying participants about their willingness to contact the police
in situations involving drug consumption in a neighborhood park or witnessing the
destruction of public property, as we explained in the methodology section. In the
Nuevo Peñalolén group, a majority expressed readiness to involve the police in such
instances. Conversely, the majority in La Faena and Lo Hermida favored solutions
rooted in family or community collaboration (“discussing with neighbors to find the
best approach”).

The rationale behind these responses was predominantly practical in nature. In the
lower-income neighborhoods, many participants pointed out that the police would
rarely respond, even to cases involving violence, rendering it futile to expect their
intervention in less severe conflicts. In La Faena and Lo Hermida, the police were
viewed as conspicuously absent, leaving residentswith little confidence in their ability
to respond tomost problems. A youngmale from Lo Hermida captured this sentiment:

In our area, we only reach out to the police for serious incidents like armed robbery or
major violence, particularly if weapons are involved. However, for less significantmatters,
the neighbors tend to handle things amongst themselves. We no longer bring these minor
cases to the police. We don’t believe they’ll pay much attention or care about these issues.

The inclination to refrain from involving the police except in cases of extreme vio-
lence is closely alignedwith the distinct use of the beyond the state frames prevalent in
lower-income neighborhoods. References to law enforcement were frequently linked
with feelings of abandonment, leading participants to rationalize the necessity of
seeking alternatives beyond state intervention. This contrasted with the sentiment
in Nuevo Peñalolén, where participants exhibited a strong willingness to engage the
police and were less inclined to attribute their absence to their relationship with law
enforcement. However, some males did highlight the inefficacy and disorderliness of
the police force in that context.

In La Faena and Lo Hermida, participants also identified two recurring practical
factors influencing their reluctance to involve the police: a desire to prevent escalation
and an anticipation of a significant need for police intervention. A sentiment shared
by an older female participant from Lo Hermida encapsulates the first perspective:

I mean, what’s the benefit of calling the police? It could escalate into a bigger conflict
where someonemight end up dead. Maybe they lose a limb, maybe a person gets run over
by a police car, or someone gets killed in a shootout or knife fight. I’m not sure. It seems
like those who get into these situations have some kind of anger. And if you intervene or
involve others, things are just going to get more chaotic and worse.

Other female participants echoed similar sentiments, expressing concern about the
behaviors of “los chiquillos” (“the guys”) while emphasizing that the only effective
solution would be community engagement and providing constructive activities to
occupy their time. Despite acknowledging problematic behaviors among these young
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males and the resulting insecurity, older neighbors frequently resisted resorting to
authority-based measures to address the issue.

Conversely, the widespread utilization of the state as a conspiracy frame was
most commonly linked to the sole instance in which lower-income participants held
high expectations for law enforcement: addressing corruption. Participants perceived
politicians and businessmen as deeply corrupt figures who should, but often did not,
adhere to regulations and faced minimal consequences even after being exposed. As
expressed by a young male participant from Lo Hermida:

You know, it’s like any politician can just break the law and get away with it. Take Piñera,
the President back then, for example. He strolls on the beach without a mask, and it’s
not like he faces the same consequences we would. And these politicians, they can drive
drunk, cause accidents, even fatalities, and nothing happens to them. Me? If I did any of
that, I’d be in prison for sure. Look at what’s happening now. If I threw a party with like
50 people at my place, we’d get punished. But what about those politicians’ kids we saw
in the news? I can’t remember where it was exactly. Rich youngsters just seem to get off
easy. They probably paid some kind of fine, but I doubt it was much.

In summary, participants from all neighborhoods generally acknowledged the author-
itative power of the law on an abstract level, yet their disposition toward compliance
and enforcement was often influenced by consequential reasoning. An exception was
when they expected consequences for corrupt behavior, although a pervasive sense of
impunity prevailed.

Neighborhood and cohort-level variation: the state as oppression in Lo Hermida

In line with our research design, neighborhood-level differences became apparent
when comparing responses from the Lo Hermida and La Faena groups – two groups
sharing a similar socioeconomic background. Our analysis consistently revealed strong
similarities between these groups, indicating that class plays a more pronounced role
in shaping frames related to institutional dissatisfaction and legal consciousness in
Chile. However, a significant divergence emerged at the neighborhood level: the fre-
quent utilization of the “state as oppression” frame by participants from Lo Hermida,
which was notably absent in La Faena.

The “state as oppression” frame aligns with politically articulated images of resis-
tance, portraying state processes as instruments of control wielded by a dominant
group. This perspective perceives the state as a tool for exerting power over the peo-
ple. Within the older Lo Hermida groups – both amongmales and females – narratives
and explanations grounded in this view were prevalent. They manifested primarily
through direct associations of the state and the law, with descriptions of oppression
rooted in Chilean history and politics. As articulated by an older male participant:

To me, the state embodies the military control in the Araucania region. And I agree with
what the other person mentioned: the state represents dispossession, those nationalist
symbols of the homeland. It’s like this blind patriotism, this mindless nationalism. These
are the things that directly come to mind when I think about institutions.
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Similar sentiments were also evident in the older female group. A succinct summary
of this perspective came from one participant: “Honestly, the state is just a system of
oppressing the people.”

We did not observe a significant prevalence of this politically charged discourse
among younger participants in Lo Hermida. While the reasons behind these genera-
tional differences remain unclear, it is possible that the history of resistance against
the dictatorship in Lo Hermida contributes to the heightened use of this language by
older individuals.

A second aspect of this frame emerged across all four Lo Hermida groups during
discussions about policing. Much like their La Faena counterparts, participants com-
monly shared experiences with the police and explained their compliance behavior as
a response to police absence. However, in contrast to La Faena, policing in Lo Hermida
was also directly linked to oppression and repression. This association is particularly
pronounced in Lo Hermida, a neighborhood with a history of high levels of conflict
with the police. A young female participant encapsulated this dual nature of their
relationship with the state and policing:

Everything the others are saying is spot on: the police hardly respond when we need help.
But I want to add that they also exhibit a really aggressive behavior towards our neigh-
borhood (Lo Hermida). There was this one day when some guys were protesting on the
streets, and the police fired tear gas at us. One tear gas canister even landed in a baby’s
room. It’s their job to keep us safe, but they show a lot of aggression towards us. Not every-
one in the neighborhood is causing trouble on the streets. And what about the baby? It’s
not their fault they were born here in Lo Hermida. So why are they so harsh with us? I get
that they need to handle the violent individuals, and I don’t have a problem with that.
But why target our homes like that?

Unlike in La Faena, the “state as conspiracy” frame in LoHermidawas directly linked to
perceptions of oppression. While in La Faena, this frame primarily explained service-
related shortcomings and justified attitudes toward rule-following, in Lo Hermida, it
also justified a broader stance of political resistance.

I believe everything that has unfolded, the social upheaval, especially in our neighbor-
hoods where repression was so evident. The politicians’ lies, corruption. Just today, I read
about an investigation into corruption related to gas supply. So, all of this is on my mind
now, especially because our neighborhood bore the brunt of repression in the city. So,
yeah, when I think of the state, it’s mostly about the negative aspects.

What emerges is more significant than what may initially seem: in La Faena, institu-
tional dissatisfaction reflects a working-class perspective marked by disappointment
in corruption, difficulties in accessing basic rights and enforcement challenges –
largely rooted in inequality. The state as conspiracy and coping with the state frames
aptly capture the daily life aspects highlighted by these participants when expressing
dissatisfaction.

In Lo Hermida, in contrast, the scope of dissatisfaction extends beyond service-
related issues andpolitical corruption. It involves a sense of neighborhood identity and
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a perception of political oppression. Here, corruption is seen as a symptom of struc-
tural oppression, where poor services expose the falsehoods underlying the promises
of the rule of law and democracy. This could explain the differing responses to state
actions during protests, as collective dissent narratives align with using protests to
symbolically challenge state oppression through acts of violence.

Discussion and conclusion: legality in a time of high entitlements and extended

perceptions of power as privilege

This paper sought to enhance our understanding of institutional dissatisfaction and
alienation in Chile and explore their interplay with legal consciousness. We analyze
our findings by grouping the frames associated with institutional dissatisfaction into
four distinct collective experiences.

First, in lower-income neighborhoods, institutional dissatisfaction often relates to
perceptions of privilege and corruption. This is the most frequently mobilized frame.
Public institutions are frequently depicted as symbols of inequality. They spotlight
participants’ burdened experiences dealing with these institutions, while privileged
individuals may simply bypass them. At times, public institutions are seen not only as
symbols but also as tools to impose privilege. Indeed, participants attribute a “with
the law” attitude to the privileged – elites use official law simply to get away with it –
correlatively portraying themselves as “against the state.”

Second, most participants view the state as ineffective, but higher-income males
connect this ineffectiveness with notions of personal worth, rooted in overcoming
obstacles and succeeding beyond the state. This contrasts starkly with the images
lower-income groups invoke, where the state and formal institutions connect with
privilege. Higher-income males link the state to failure and messiness, a world of
losers, and believe that citizenship entitlement leads to failure.

Third, lower-income participants assert strong entitlement to public needs, includ-
ing security. They associate the state with these entitlements as much as their frustra-
tion. Female participants, having more frequent interactions with state transfers and
public provision (Auyero 2011: 20; Hays 2004: 20; Korteweg 2006), describe public ser-
vices with anger. This stems from experiences of prolonged waiting, arbitrary requests
and perceptions of unequal treatment. Higher-income individuals accessing private ser-
vices are seen as exempt from compliance expectations. Women stress the need to
adapt, utilize diverse means and rely on community support. They define their rela-
tionship with formal institutions based on suffering, escape and necessary means to
obtain state support, often resulting in failure. This stance also reflects an identity of
resilience, resourcefulness and pragmatism.

For our inquiry into the content of legal consciousness in times of state antipa-
thy, this sheds light on ambivalent stances. Participants often express entitlements to
social services in the language of legality, linking them to “social rights.” They also fre-
quently desire strict enforcement of rules for politicians and moderate expectations
for peers. Their speech is often imbued with law-like normative statements. While
they recurrently reference the “law” to justify their views, they express frustration
regarding unfulfilled expectations. This echoes Hertogh’s findings on legal alienation.
However, when incorporating the use of frames of justification connected to law, we
emerge with different conclusions. Cultural frames tied to legality play a robust role in
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most groupings’ speech. These frames serve to build a gap between individuals’ expec-
tations and what authorities and state institutions do. Legal insufficiency, as defined
in Table 3, rather than alienation captures this gap better.

These stances encompass moments of both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic
affirmation. Hegemony materializes through the frequent use of authoritative legal
language, appeals to state citizenship entitlements andhigh expectations of normative
compliance. The law is pivotal in defining state actors’ actions as normative or deviant.
Expressing ideas of corruption often evokes those of under-enforcement and demand-
ing harsh punishments. Behind the widespread view of the state as a conspiracy are
recurrent appeals to the authoritative power of the law and expectations of punish-
ment.While frustration is prevalent, it does not lead to abandonment – both are core to
defining stances of institutional dissatisfaction. Anger encompasses disappointment
in dealing with basic needs, and noncompliance or nonenforcement connects to the
oligarchic image of the state and failure. But the image of the self is still tied to com-
pliance. The image of reluctant (and sometimes boasting) compliance evoked by Ewick
and Silbey (2020) resonates with our findings.

Counter-hegemony implies the perception that individuals should seek satisfaction
and solutions beyond the state, negotiating the use of state infrastructure based on
practical reasoning. Practical adaptation underpins estrangement from public institu-
tions, yet it does not signify a complete departure from expectations associated with
the law and public institutions. Conversely, frustration commonly accompanies these
expectations.

Notably, Lo Hermida presents a distinct narrative of collective dissent, diverging
from the other groupings. Similar to Fritsvold (2009) and Halliday and Morgan (2013),
we found that several Lo Hermida participants claim that they reject state authority,
often relying on other sources to justify their normative views – primarily personal
rights and community solutions. This unique frame does not appear in La Faena, sup-
porting the contention that some frames circulate only at the neighborhood level.
Rooted in both politicized and refined frames and policing experiences, many in Lo
Hermida adopt amore direct anti-hegemonic stance. Older participants share a collec-
tive identity tied to oppression and resistance during the Chilean dictatorship. While
younger cohorts emphasize this view less, younger males criticize the state for lack-
ing a moral compass and failing to fulfill its duty, resulting in them being constantly
“trampled” (pisoteados).

These four groupings emerge from distinct patterns of frame usage tied to insti-
tutional dissatisfaction and their justifications. While both higher- and lower-income
groups use beyond the state, state as conspiracy, or state as authority frames, the usage
patterns significantly differ. Lower-income groups employ the state as aspiration
frame to describe their sense of entitlement, pointing to betrayal due to state cap-
ture, forming an identity in opposition to corrupt officials and adopting a life beyond
the state. Higher-income individuals, however, associate shortcomings with corrup-
tion and primarily messiness, leading to a divergent definition of their relationship
with formal institutions as a realm of obstacles.

Our study indicates associations between general perceptions of state life and legal
consciousness. Cultural frames linked to the “against the law” frame often align, in our
study, with broader stances encapsulated by the “state as conspiracy” and “state
as messy bureaucracy” frames. “With the law” frames, in the context of high state
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antipathy, tend not to be expressed in the first person. Participants employ “with the
law” frames to highlight the instrumental use of institutions by the privileged. Amidst
state alienation, this becomes a prevalent usage linked to legal language.

We conclude our paper with a more speculative takeaway that may be relevant for
future research. Following our fieldwork and resonating with contexts like Brazil or
the USA, where progressive growth has led to authoritarian reactions, Chilean politics
have undergone a significant conservative shift. On September 4, 2022, a progressive,
albeit occasionally disorderly, proposal for a new constitution was overwhelmingly
rejected in a national referendum. Although agenda setting by conservative media
groups likely plays a role, the political agenda now centers around security concerns,
migration control and police support. Public opinion has embraced order, hinting
at the rise of authoritarian populist movements. In the subsequent election of rep-
resentatives for drafting a new constitution on May 7, 2023, the ultra-conservative
Republicanos party won by a landslide.

Our research, conducted shortly after the Chilean Spring of 2019, when progres-
sive preferences seemed dominant, reveals elements in the structure of opportunities
for a conservative backlash. The prevailing image of state institutions portrays them
as conspiracies that favor private powers, particularly politicians. Problems in service
delivery are often linked to these portrayals. They are all connected to betrayals of nor-
mative ideals, to legal insufficiency rather than deep legal alienation. Framing citizens’
needs as demands for greater state efficiency, removal of security constraints, strict
lawenforcement and targeting corrupt politicians resonates abstractlywithmanypar-
ticipants’ discourse. We do not mean to claim that legal insufficiency inherently leads
to authoritarianism and harsh law. Nonetheless, it offers strong opportunities for their
emergence.
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Notes

1 Feddersen and Wilenmann. 2021. IRB 234/2021 “Legal consciousness in the Chilean neoliberal crisis,”
July 22. Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez.
2 We provide more details about the recruitment process in the annex.
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